The personality traits constraint (CN) and negative emotionality (NE) have been more (CN) or less (NE) consistently associated with alcoholism. The authors examined the association of personality at age 17 with timing of onset and with prospective prediction of nicotine, alcohol, and illicit drug disorders 3 years later in a twin sample (569 females; 432 males). Earlier onset of alcohol and drug disorders (by age 17) was related to significantly lower CN compared with later onsets (by age 20); high NE was related to either onset. NE, as well as CN, uniquely predicted new onsets of all 3 types of substance use disorders by follow-up, with preexisting substance disorders taken into account. Personality traits confer generalized risk for developing any substance disorder, though some traits are more strongly linked with some substance disorders than with others.
The transition from adolescence to young adulthood is characterized by marked increases in the prevalence of substance use and abuse (Johnston, O'Malley, & Bachman, 2001; Sher & Gotham, 1999) . Given the rapid increase in substance use that characterizes this period, this developmental transition may represent an ideal time frame for interrupting a high-risk trajectory toward increasing substance involvement (Schulenberg & Maggs, 2002) . Considerable research has examined environmental role transitions, such as leaving home and going to college, in influencing whether substance use increases in young adulthood (Schulenberg et al., 2001 ). However, more genetically influenced, individual-level risk factors (e.g., personality; McGue, 2001 ) may also affect how a particular individual responds to the challenges of this transition. For example, some adolescents enter young adulthood with specific temperamental tendencies, or personality traits, that may increase risk for substance use disorders.
Personality traits have occupied a prominent position in etiological theories of substance use disorders, with the traits of behavioral undercontrol and negative emotionality being linked to substance disorders, particularly alcoholism (Sher & Trull, 1994) . However, there have been few prospective, communitybased studies to evaluate temporal relationships between personality and substance use disorders, and hardly any have investigated nicotine, alcohol, and illicit drug disorders within the same study.
The Role of Behavioral Undercontrol and Negative Emotionality (NE) in the Development of Substance Use Disorders
The term behavioral undercontrol is used to denote a broad range of interrelated behaviors that collectively reflect difficulty in inhibiting behavioral impulses. Behavioral undercontrol is expressed through not only normal-range variation in dimensions of personality, such as impulsivity, low constraint (CN), or high risk taking, but also by more pathological conditions such as conduct disorder and antisocial personality disorder.
Childhood disorders involving behavioral undercontrol, including conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder, have shown predictive associations with an early onset of drinking (before age 15; McGue, Iacono, Legrand, Malone, & Elkins, 2001 ), higher levels of adolescent substance use (Molina & Pelham, 2003) , the development of substance problems during adolescence (Boyle et al., 1992; Disney, Elkins, McGue, & Iacono, 1999; King, Iacono, & McGue, 2004) , and substance abuse and dependence in young adulthood (Chassin, Pitts, DeLucia, & Todd, 1999) . Furthermore, an aggregate number of adolescent problem behaviors involving behavioral undercontrol (i.e., number of substances used, sexual intercourse, trouble with police), when exhibited prior to age 15, identifies a subset of youth who have a high and generalized risk for developing adult psychopathology (McGue & Iacono, 2005) . This is consistent with recent evidence that supports reframing adult disorders, including substance use disorders, as extensions of juvenile disorders (Kim-Cohen et al., 2003) .
Personality indicators of behavioral undercontrol and impulsivity have also been shown to predict the onset of substance use and its growth and escalation into pathological substance abuse. In a prospective study, high novelty seeking at age 11 predicted alcohol abuse in young adults (Cloninger, Sigvardsson, & Bohman, 1988) . Two later studies from a large, population-based (Dunedin) New Zealand sample have found that temperamental characteristics of behavioral undercontrol observed at age 3 (Caspi, Moffitt, New-man, & Silva, 1996) and questionnaire measures of low behavioral constraint (low CN) and high NE at age 18 predicted the emergence of substance disorders in young adulthood (Krueger, 1999) . Sher, Bartholow, and Wood (2000) demonstrated that personality traits related to behavioral undercontrol were the strongest concurrent and prospective predictors of alcohol, nicotine, and drug disorders among college students. Trajectories of smoking from adolescence to young adulthood have been similarly associated with greater tolerance for deviance and lower social conventionality (Chassin, Presson, Pitts, & Sherman, 2000) .
There is also evidence that behavioral undercontrol and substance use disorders share common etiological roots. In an adolescent twin sample, Mustanski, Viken, Kaprio, and Rose (2003) found that alcohol problems and traits related to behavioral disinhibition shared common genetic variation. In a sample of twins, Slutske et al. (2002) found that although personality traits indicative of behavioral undercontrol accounted only for 16% of the overall variation in alcohol dependence, they explained 40% of the genetic variation in risk for alcohol dependence. Similarly, Krueger et al. (2002) identified a highly heritable, broad latent factor (labeled externalizing), including substance use disorders, antisocial personality disorder, and the personality construct of CN. Therefore, behavioral undercontrol has been strongly implicated in the etiology of substance use disorders via phenotypic and genetically informative studies.
NE may also play an important role in alcohol, drug, and nicotine use disorders. The trait of NE, though often defined as a tendency to experience psychological distress and negative moods, such as anger or sadness, is often used interchangeably with negative affect, which involves actual states of distress or even depressive symptoms. The use of inconsistent definitions across studies as well as differing measures of this construct may have contributed to the inconsistent results that have been obtained. In addition, much research has focused on one type of substance, primarily alcohol, rather than integrating multiple substances into the same study.
In research on alcoholism, support for NE as a prospective predictor of alcohol disorders is weaker than for behavioral undercontrol (Sher et al., 2000) , with some suggesting that overlap with low CN may account for much of the connection (Chassin, Flora, & King, 2004; Slutske et al., 2002) . However, in a prospective study spanning 11 years, Jackson and Sher (2003) found that neuroticism was a common predictor of alcohol use disorders and psychological distress. Moreover, their study supported the idea that personality traits may be more robust predictors of alcohol use disorders than psychological states. Finally, although clinical depression is not the same as the personality trait of NE, major depression and alcoholism are often comorbid and have overlapping genetic variance, at least in women . For example, a 1-year follow-up of women in the Epidemiological Catchment Area sample (with no history of heavy drinking at baseline) found that likelihood of heavy drinking at follow-up was increased by 9% with each depressive symptom present at baseline, with other variables held constant (Dixit & Crum, 2000) .
The literature on nicotine, although yielding more robust associations with negative affect, has focused on consequences of nicotine use once established-for example, research on withdrawal trajectories (Piasecki, Jorenby, Smith, Fiore, & Baker, 2003) and the effectiveness of antidepressant treatment for nicotine dependence (e.g., Smith et al., 2003) . Far fewer studies have shown how negative affect may contribute to the initiation of nicotine use and dependence. Windle and Windle (2001) found depressive symptoms prospectively predicted subsequent increases in smoking in adolescents. However, in a recent review, Kassel, Stroud, and Paronis (2003) noted though many smokers attribute their smoking to its calming and relaxing effects, the relationship between smoking and negative affect is complex. For example, cross-sectional data suggests that the relationship between smoking and panic attacks may result from the trait of neuroticism contributing to both (Goodwin & Hamilton, 2002) . Despite evidence that smoking and depression often co-occur and may share etiological roots (e.g., studies of adult twins have suggested genetic overlap of smoking and depression; , there is little research examining the role of more dispositional tendencies, such as NE.
Links between NE and drug use disorders have been the least robust, possibly because the pharmacological properties of a substance may determine whether a particular drug is linked to NE (e.g., those with anxiolytic effects may be attractive to highly anxious individuals). A recent review of the literature on associations between marijuana, the most commonly used illicit drug, and depression found little evidence that depression predicted onset of marijuana use and later heavy marijuana smoking (Degenhardt, Hall, & Lynskey, 2003) . The authors also noted that prolonged marijuana use may affect neurotransmitters in a way that actually elicits depressive symptoms. In light of these concerns, examining NE in the context of a prospective, developmental design may clarify the temporal sequencing of substance use and negative affect.
Prospective Links Between Personality and Substance Use
Disorders: The Present Investigation
Using personality to prospectively predict substance use disorders may be useful for several reasons. First, as already reviewed, both personality and substance use disorders show common genetic variation. Thus, linking certain traits to substance disorders may help identify common etiologies among different disorders. Second, a prospective study examining the development of substance use during a high growth period for this behavior may clarify causality. Though there is some evidence that personality risk factors may be an indicator of familial risk for substance disorders during adolescence and not merely a consequence of having a substance disorder (e.g., Elkins, McGue, Malone, & Iacono, 2004) , these competing interpretations need to be carefully evaluated in controlled studies (e.g., Swendsen, Conway, Rounsaville, & Merikangas, 2002) , particularly because NE may be exacerbated by the presence of a substance disorder. A stronger case would be made if personality prospectively predicts the emergence of new cases of substance disorders. Of the prospective studies of personality traits predicting substance disorders, many have focused mostly on alcoholism and, to a much more limited extent, on illicit drug disorders or nicotine dependence.
There are several other major unresolved issues. First, although personality correlates among different substance use disorders may be similar, recent studies suggest some personality traits may demonstrate more substance specificity (Trull, Waudby, & Sher, 2004) . For example, in a sample of middle-aged adults, McGue, Slutske, and Iacono (1999) found that a history of drug diagnosis (with or without comorbid alcoholism) was associated with low CN, but those with alcoholism alone were not low in CN but were high in NE. Similarly, openness to experience was found to relate to drug but not to alcohol disorders (Flory, Lynam, Milich, Leukefeld, & Clayton, 2002) . Furthermore, though the broad constructs of NE and behavioral undercontrol have been linked to substance use disorders, it is unclear which specific primary traits drive these associations (e.g., the NE-alcoholism relationship may be limited to measures tapping aggression; Slutske et al., 2002) . Finally, early onset of substance problems, such as binge drinking during the high school years, is associated with poorer outcomes than more normative increases occurring in the early 20s (Chassin, Pitts, & Prost, 2002; Johnston et al., 2001) . Thus, understanding the relationship of personality to onset during the transition from adolescence to adulthood would also be helpful.
In the present investigation, we examined prospective relationships between personality traits and three types of substance use disorders: alcohol, nicotine, and illicit drug. We addressed the following questions to shed light on the etiological relevance of personality to the timing and onset of substance use disorders in late adolescence and young adulthood: How are personality factors associated with early (by age 17) and later (between 17 and 20) onsets of nicotine, alcohol, and drug disorders? Which personality factors prospectively predict onset of substance use disorders between ages 17 and 20 after controlling for the presence of other substance use disorders and other personality factors?
Finally, we examined whether the relationships between personality and substance disorders were conditional on gender.
Method

Participants
The initial sample consisted of 674 female and 578 male adolescents from 626 reared-together, same-sex twin pairs who visited the Minnesota Twin Family Study (MTFS) with their parents. The MTFS is a longitudinal study of two cohorts (approximately either 11 or 17 years old at intake) designed to identify genetic and environmental factors that influence the development of substance abuse and related psychopathology (for more information on the MTFS and its measures, see Iacono, Carlson, Taylor, Elkins, & McGue, 1999) . A population-based ascertainment method was used in which all twin pairs born in the state of Minnesota in specified years were identified by public birth records. Current addresses of over 90% of twin births were then established using public registries, and located families were recruited to visit. Twins were eligible to participate if they lived within a day's drive of Minneapolis and had no physical or intellectual disability that precluded completing our day-long, in-person assessment. Of eligible twin families, approximately 17% refused participation. On the basis of responses to a brief telephone or mail survey (completed on over 80% of ineligible or refusing families), parents in participating families differed minimally from nonparticipants on socioeconomic (SES) indicators (e.g., 0.3 years more education for participants) and not at all in self-reported rates of psychopathology. Because twins are neither systematically different in personality (Johnson, Krueger, Bouchard, & McGue, 2002) nor in rates of psychopathology (Kendler, Martin, Heath, & Eaves, 1995) from singletons, the sample should be representative of the population of Minnesota. Consistent with Minnesota demographics for the birth years sampled, 97% of the biological mothers and fathers of the twins were Caucasian.
For the present investigation, only data from the intake and first follow-up visits of twins in the 17-year-old cohort were used. At intake, twins ranged in age from 16 to 18 years (M ϭ 17.5, SD ϭ 0.45). At the in-person follow-up assessment approximately 3 years later, twins ranged in age from 19 to 22 years (M ϭ 20.7, SD ϭ .55). Though all intake and most follow-up assessments were completed in person, because some adult twins at follow-up had left home, moved out of state, or were otherwise unavailable to visit the University (e.g., because of military service), 14% of the males and 20% of the females completed the follow-up interview by phone. Of the 674 female twins in the intake sample, 630 (93%) participated at follow-up, and 569 of these (90%) had completed the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ; Tellegen & Waller, 2001 ) at their intake assessment. Of the 578 male twins in the intake sample, 481 (83%) participated at follow-up, and 432 of these (90%) had completed the MPQ at their intake assessment.
Thus, the present study focused on the 1,001 twins (569 females and 432 males) who completed diagnostic assessments at both intake and follow-up and the MPQ at intake. Attrition analyses confirmed that males were significantly less likely than females to participate at follow-up, 2 (1, N ϭ 1,252) ϭ 32.74, p Ͻ .001; however, males with an alcohol, nicotine, or drug diagnosis at intake were not less likely to participate at follow-up than males without these diagnoses: for alcohol, 2 (1, N ϭ 578) ϭ 1. (1, N ϭ 674) ϭ 0.23, p ϭ .63, diagnosis did not significantly differ in MPQ completion rates. These sources of possible bias related to sex and intake diagnostic status largely appear to balance each other out.
Procedure and Measures
The procedures at the intake and follow-up assessment were very similar, with the exception that the twins' parents were interviewed only at the intake visit. To provide greater assurance of confidentiality, twins were interviewed separately in private rooms at the University of Minnesota by different interviewers regarding a variety of psychological disorders. Interviewers had a bachelor of arts or master of arts degree in psychology and went through extensive training and observation. Twins were assessed for nicotine, alcohol, and illicit drug disorders (i.e., amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine, hallucinogens, inhalants, opiates, PCPS, or sedatives) using a modified version of the expanded Substance Abuse Module of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI; Robins et al., 1988) . In addition to each twin's self-report, maternal reports of substance disorders in the twins were obtained at the intake assessment, using a modified parent version of the Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents-Revised (DICA-R; Reich, 2000) , and a symptom was considered present if either the mother or the twin reported it as present during the twin's lifetime. At follow-up, diagnoses were based on each twin's self-report of symptoms occurring in the interval since the intake assessment, approximately 3 years earlier. Recollection for the appropriate reporting interval was reinforced earlier in the interview using a timeline approach, which linked the participant's last visit to other events in his or her life.
Diagnoses of substance abuse and dependence were based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (3rd ed., revised; DSM-III-R; American Psychiatric Association, 1987) criteria (the diagnostic system in use when MTFS intake began) to maintain continuity across the two assessments. Symptom presence was determined by teams of two advanced clinical psychology graduate students, and symptoms were assigned on the basis of consensus between the two diagnosticians. Reliability of the consensus substance disorder diagnoses was .92 or greater . Because our focus was on predicting the timing of new onsets of substance disorders, we wished to maximize sensitivity and detection of emergent disorders in late adolescence, which can be problematic, as quite a few adolescents who do not meet full DSM criteria for substance disorders nonetheless demonstrate substance-related impairment (e.g., Pollock & Martin, 1999) . Thus, two levels of diagnostic certainty were used for dependence diagnoses: definite ϭ all diagnostic criteria satisfied, and probable ϭ one symptom short of definite. The inclusion of emerging cases of dependence, as well as abuse, in our definition of onset increases statistical power and provides a conservative estimate of the magnitude of the personality factors-substance disorders relationship.
Personality was assessed at the intake visit only (at age 17) with the 198-item version of the MPQ (Tellegen & Waller, 2001 ). The MPQ was mailed to the twins prior to their intake visit, and if it was not completed by the time of their visit, then the twins were asked to complete it at home and return it by mail. The MPQ is a self-report personality instrument developed through factor analysis to assess a broad range of personality characteristics in normal populations. Internal consistency reliabilities for the MPQ range from .76 to .89, and 30-day test-retest reliabilities range from .82 to .92. Eleven primary personality characteristics are assessed, and scores on 10 of these scales contribute to scores on three superfactors, which are designed to be orthogonal to each other. For instance, positive emotionality (PE) is a unique construct from NE rather than being two ends of a continuum. PE refers to the tendency to view life as essentially a pleasurable experience and to be actively engaged socially. It consists of four primary scales (descriptions of high scorers are in parentheses): Well-Being (cheerful; feels good about self), Social Potency (forceful; likes to influence and lead others), Achievement (works hard; likes demanding projects), and Social Closeness (sociable, likes people, affectionate). NE, a propensity to experience psychological distress and negative mood states, consists of three primary scales: Stress Reaction (nervous, easily upset, irritable), Alienation (feels mistreated; thinks others intend harm), and Aggression (hurts others for own advantage; vindictive). CN-a propensity to endorse traditional values, act in a cautious and restrained manner, and avoid thrills-consists of three primary scales: Control (reflective, cautious; plans activities), Harm Avoidance (avoids danger; prefers safer activities), and Traditionalism (conservative; endorses high moral standards). The 11th primary scale of Absorption (responsive to sights and sounds) does not load principally on any one superfactor.
Statistical Analyses
Data regarding timing of disorder onset were analyzed via an analysis of variance (ANOVA), using hierarchical linear models (HLM; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992) in PROC MIXED from SAS (Littell, Milliken, Stroup, & Wolfinger, 1996) and maximum-likelihood estimation, to account for the correlated nature of twin data. Three sets of analyses were conducted, each focused on onset of one type of substance disorder: nicotine, alcohol, or illicit drug. For example, for nicotine dependence, the two factors were onset of nicotine dependence (early-by the time of the intake assessment, later-between intake and follow-up, no onset) and sex (male or female). Because MPQ superfactors are linear-weighted composites of the primary scales, two separate multivariate analyses were computed: one with the 11 primary MPQ scales as dependent variables, and one with the three MPQ superfactors as dependent variables. Much developmental research on adolescent personality has focused on single lower order traits without examining those traits in relation to higher order constructs (see, e.g., Shiner & Caspi, 2003 , for a review), and questions have been raised regarding which components of NE account for its relation to substance use disorders (e.g., Slutske et al., 2002) . Therefore, we examined onsets of substance use disorders at both the primary and superfactor level.
The association between personality and the onset of new cases of substance use disorders between age 17 and age 20 was investigated in a series of logistic regression models, using PROC GENMOD from SAS (Liang & Zeger, 1986) . Significance tests are reported only for the parameter and contrast estimates resulting from generalized estimating equations analysis, which adjusts for the correlation between family members (in this case, twins) on the outcome measure. A series of models was fitted separately for each of three dichotomous outcomes (using a logit link function): new onset or no onset of nicotine dependence, new onset or no onset of alcohol abuse or dependence, and new onset or no onset of any illicit drug abuse or dependence. Because the focus in these analyses was on predicting new onsets occurring between intake and follow-up, only individuals not having the specified diagnostic outcome at intake were included in the analyses. For example, in the models predicting the outcome of nicotine dependence, analyses included only individuals with no nicotine diagnosis at intake to predict which of them would develop a case between intake and follow-up.
The first regression model fit to each of the three follow-up outcomes included only a single personality superfactor (either PE, NE, or CN) and sex as independent variables. Next, the Sex ϫ Superfactor interaction was added to see whether the prediction provided by the personality superfactor was different for males than for females. To assess the contribution of previous substance disorders, the other two intake substance disorders were added as predictors to the model (e.g., intake nicotine and alcohol diagnoses were used to predict new onsets of illicit drug disorders between intake and follow-up). Finally, the other two personality superfactors were added to the model to determine whether the association between a specific personality dimension and a substance diagnosis might be attributed to its correlation with another dimension of personality. The focus of this analysis was on the utility of personality in predicting a new case of substance diagnosis, as assessed by the odds ratio (OR; defined in this case as the change in odds of developing the disorder per one standard deviation change in personality). The sequence of regression models we fit allowed us to determine whether ORs remained significant when other intake substance diagnoses and other personality dimensions had been taken into account.
Results
Timing of Onsets of Nicotine, Alcohol, and Drug Disorders
Descriptive data are given in Table 1 regarding the timing of onsets of probable or definite nicotine dependence, alcohol abuse/ dependence, and illicit drug abuse/dependence. As may be seen, rates of nicotine dependence were similar for males and females, with 29.6% of the sample developing at least probable nicotine dependence by follow-up around age 20. Of the sample, 31.6% had either alcohol abuse or dependence by follow-up, with more male than female cases at both time points, whereas 18.0% developed illicit drug abuse/dependence by follow-up, with considerably more growth in new cases between ages 17 and 20 among males than among females. 
The Relationship of Personality to Timing of Onsets of Substance Use Disorders
Tables 2-4 summarize the results of the HLM analyses of the association of personality factors with timing of onsets of nicotine dependence (see Table 2 ), alcohol disorder (see Table 3 ), and drug disorder (see Table 4 ) and characterize the personality profiles associated with different onset groups. To facilitate interpretation of the magnitude of effects, raw MPQ scores were transformed into T scores in the tables so that the combined male and female sample had a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 on each scale. When a significant onset main effect was present, PROC MIXED contrasts were conducted to determine (a) whether those who had ever had an occurrence of the disorder at either time point (Ever) differed significantly from those who had not developed the disorder at either time point (Never) and also (b) whether those with an early onset (by age 17) significantly differed from those with a later onset (by age 20), using Fisher's least significant difference method. The direction, magnitude, and statistical significance of these contrasts are given in the last two columns of Tables 2-4. Comparison of these effect sizes across tables illustrates which associations differed in magnitude for each disorder. 
Note.
The lifetime prevalence can be obtained by adding the early and later columns together. For example, the lifetime prevalence of probable/definite nicotine dependence by follow-up at age 20 is 13.6% ϩ 16.0% ϭ 29.6%.
1 Our rates of substance use diagnoses appear in line with other epidemiological investigations of this age group, given the inclusion of both dependence and abuse for alcohol and drug diagnoses. For example, high lifetime prevalence of substance disorders was also observed in a large 18-to 24-year-old cohort in the National Longitudinal Alcohol Epidemiologic Survey by Grant (1997) , with nearly 20% of this age group qualifying for definite DSM-IV alcohol dependence (i.e., 25% of males and 14% of females). The proportion of diagnoses at different levels of certainty is as follows: Among those with nicotine dependence, 78.2% of male and 86.4% of female cases at intake were definite; at follow-up, 75.9% of male and 74.8% of female nicotine cases were definite. For alcohol and drug disorders, diagnoses of abuse as well as dependence were used to identify onsets. Among those with an alcohol diagnosis at intake, 48.1% of males and 48.6% of females had definite alcohol dependence, 22.0% of males and 21.4% of females had probable dependence (almost all had definite abuse as well); 29.9% of males and 30.0% of females had definite abuse without dependence. Of those with an alcohol diagnosis at follow-up, 57.1% of males and 43.6% of females had definite alcohol dependence, 35.0% of males and 27.7% of females had probable dependence, and 7.9% of males and 28.7% of females had definite abuse without dependence. Among those with a drug diagnosis at intake, 57.1% of males and 43.2% of females had definite drug dependence, 21.4% of males and 27.0% of females had probable dependence (almost all of these had definite abuse as well); 21.4% of males and 29.7% of females had definite abuse without dependence. Of those with a drug diagnosis at follow-up, 48.5% of males and 44.3% of females had definite drug dependence, 24.7% of males and 19.7% of females had probable dependence; 26.8% of males and 36.0% of females had definite abuse without dependence.
These results indicate that the highest proportion of cases at both time points met full criteria for definite dependence (compared with probable dependence or definite abuse). However, at follow-up, a higher proportion of new cases of alcohol and drug disorders were in the abuse category for females rather than for males, perhaps reflecting that men progress to more severe levels of drinking than women at this age (Jackson et al., 2001 ). Note. Scores were transformed so that the combined male and female sample has a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 on each scale in order to facilitate interpretation of the magnitude of effects. The means, standard deviations, and effect sizes reported in this table are based directly on these scores and are not the adjusted means and standard deviations derived from hierarchical linear models (HLM) analysis. However, the significance levels reported do reflect results of HLM analyses, which adjust for correlated observations. The primary scales are listed under superfactor association. a Tests of main effects are net other main effects. Degrees of freedom were 1, 533 for the main effect of sex, 2, 124 for the main effect of onset and the Onset ϫ Sex interaction, and 1, 124 for each onset contrast (Ever vs. Never; Early vs. Later). b A positive effect size indicates that those who had ever had an onset of nicotine dependence scored higher than those who had never had an onset or that those with an early onset scored higher than those with a later onset. Dashes indicate effect sizes that are not presented because the main effect of onset was not significant; therefore, no contrasts were conducted. c Does not load principally on any one of the three superfactors. * p Ͻ .05. ** p Ͻ .01. *** p Ͻ .001. **** p Ͻ .0001. Note. Scores were transformed so that the combined male and female sample has a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 on each scale in order to facilitate interpretation of the magnitude of effects. The means, standard deviations, and effect sizes reported in this table are based directly on these scores and are not the adjusted means and standard deviations derived from hierarchical linear models (HLM) analysis. However, the significance levels reported do reflect results of HLM analyses, which adjust for correlated observations. The primary scales are listed under superfactor association. a Tests of main effects are net other main effects. Degrees of freedom were 1, 533 for the main effect of sex, 2, 148 for the main effect of onset and the Onset ϫ Sex interaction, and 1, 148 for each onset contrast (Ever vs. Never; Early vs. Later). b A positive effect size indicates that those who had ever had an onset of an alcohol disorder scored higher than those who had never had an onset or that those with an early onset scored higher than those with a later onset. Dashes indicate effect sizes that are not presented because the main effect of onset was not significant; therefore, no contrasts were conducted. c Does not load principally on any one of the three superfactors. * p Ͻ .05. ** p Ͻ .01. *** p Ͻ .001. **** p Ͻ .0001. Note. Scores were transformed so that the combined male and female sample has a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 on each scale in order to facilitate interpretation of the magnitude of effects. The means, standard deviations, and effect sizes reported in this table are based directly on these scores and are not the adjusted means and standard deviations derived from hierarchical linear models (HLM) analysis. However, the significance levels reported do reflect results of HLM analyses, which adjust for correlated observations. The primary scales are listed under superfactor association. a Tests of main effects are net other main effects. Degrees of freedom were 1, 533 for the main effect of sex, 2, 72 for the main effect of onset and the Onset ϫ Sex interaction, and 1, 72 for each onset contrast (Ever vs. Never; Early vs. Later). b A positive effect size indicates that those who had ever had an onset of an illicit drug disorder scored higher than those who had never had an onset or that those with an early onset scored higher than those with a later onset. Dashes indicate effect sizes that are not presented because the main effect of onset was not significant; therefore, no contrasts were conducted. c Does not load principally on any one of the three superfactors. * p Ͻ .05. ** p Ͻ .01. *** p Ͻ .001. **** p Ͻ .0001.
Significant main effects of onset of all three types of substance use disorders were evident for CN and all of its primary scales (Control, Harm Avoidance, and Traditionalism) and for NE and all of its primary scales (Stress Reaction, Alienation, and Aggression). Thus, those developing any type of substance disorder by either intake or follow-up were significantly lower in CN and higher in NE than those without a substance disorder. Though PE was not significantly associated with onset of any type of substance disorder, some of its primary scales were (i.e., lower well-being and higher social potency).
In terms of timing of onset, contrasts revealed that early onset (by age 17) of alcohol and drug (but not nicotine) disorders was associated with significantly lower CN than later onset (between 17 and 20). These onset differences in CN were particularly strong for drug disorders; for example, in Table 4 , the difference between the combined early/later onset groups (Ever) versus the Never group in CN was large in magnitude (d ϭ Ϫ0.74), and the difference between the early and later onset groups was moderate (d ϭ Ϫ0.41) but still significant ( p Ͻ .01). Regarding NE, early and later onset cases did not differ significantly from each other for any of the three substance diagnoses, though both were higher in NE than those with no onset (e.g., the effect size of the Ever vs. Never contrast was .41 for NE and nicotine in Table 2 , and .33 for both alcohol and drug in Tables 3 and 4 ). The only aspect of NE that was associated with timing of onset was aggression: Those with an early onset of nicotine and alcohol disorders had significantly higher aggression than those with a later onset (d ϭ 0.24 for nicotine and 0.29 for alcohol). Finally, the primary scale of Absorption was significantly associated with onset of nicotine and especially with illicit drug disorders. For example, in Table 4 , those with an early or a later onset drug disorder were 3-7 T-score points higher on Absorption than those who never developed a drug disorder (d ϭ 0.42).
For the main effect of sex, as may be seen in Tables 2-4 , females scored significantly higher on CN, social closeness, stress reaction, and harm avoidance than males and significantly lower on achievement and aggression (lower scores of females on social potency and higher scores of females on absorption were significant in some, but not all, analyses). There were only two significant interactions between onset and sex. Females (but not males) with lower achievement orientation were more likely to have an early onset of a nicotine or alcohol disorder by 17, whereas both females and males with lower achievement were more likely to have an early onset of a drug disorder.
Prospective Prediction of New Onsets of Substance Use Disorders by Personality and Preexisting Disorders
The results of the prospective regression analyses, predicting new onsets of nicotine, alcohol, and drug disorders between intake and follow-up, with intake personality superfactor scores and diagnostic data as predictors, are given in Table 5 . Because interactions with sex were not significant in any of the models tested, only the results of models including main effects are reported in Table 5 . ORs given in Table 5 reflect the increase in the odds of developing the indicated substance use disorder between intake and follow-up that is associated with a one standard deviation increase in PE and NE, or a one standard deviation decrease in CN. Because our focus was on the predictive effects of personality while controlling for other potential confounds, the main effects of sex and intake diagnoses are not included in Table 5 but are reported in the text below.
For predicting new onsets of nicotine dependence, sex was not a significant predictor of new cases in any of the models tested ( p Ͼ .05 in all models). However, all three personality superfactors (PE, NE, and CN) significantly predicted new nicotine dependence cases when each superfactor was evaluated separately in its own model (Model 1), adjusting only for the effect of sex. All personality superfactors remained significant predictors of nicotine dependence in Model 2, even when accounting for the presence of intake alcohol diagnosis (which significantly predicted new cases of nicotine dependence: p Ͻ .001, OR ϭ 2.54; 95% confidence interval [CI] ϭ 1.47, 4.37) and intake drug diagnosis, which did not ( p ϭ .82). When all three superfactors were entered together in the same model along with intake diagnoses and sex (Model 3), however, only NE and CN remained significant predictors of nicotine dependence; PE did not. Regarding the magnitude of the significant effects in Model 3, with ORs adjusted on the basis of all the effects in the model, among those without a nicotine diagnosis at intake, having an intake alcohol diagnosis more than doubled the odds of developing a nicotine diagnosis by follow-up ( p ϭ .01, OR ϭ 2.20; 95% CI ϭ 1.18, 4.09), a one standard deviation increase in NE increased the odds of developing nicotine dependence by 50% (OR ϭ 1.50), and a one standard deviation decrease in CN increased the odds by 89% (OR ϭ 1.89).
For predicting new onsets of alcohol abuse/dependence, sex was a highly significant predictor (e.g., in Model 3, p Ͻ .0001, OR ϭ 2.65; 95% CI ϭ 1.80, 3.91). That is, being male more than doubled the odds of developing an alcohol disorder between intake and follow-up-an effect that is also evident from the prevalence rates presented earlier in Table 1 . Both NE and CN also significantly predicted new alcohol disorders when each was evaluated in separate models, adjusting for the effect of sex (Model 1), and in Model 2, when accounting for the presence of intake drug disorder (which significantly predicted new cases of alcohol disorders: p ϭ .01, OR ϭ 3.64; 95% CI ϭ 1.29, 10.27) and intake nicotine diagnosis, which did not ( p ϭ .30). Finally, NE and CN remained significant when all three superfactors were entered together along with intake diagnoses and sex (Model 3). Regarding the magnitude of the significant effects in Model 3, among those without an alcohol diagnosis at intake, having an intake drug diagnosis quadrupled the odds of developing an alcohol diagnosis by follow-up ( p Ͻ .01, OR ϭ 4.18; 95% CI ϭ 1.41, 12.36), whereas a one standard deviation increase in NE increased the odds of developing an alcohol disorder by 32% (OR ϭ 1.32), and a one standard deviation decrease in CN increased the odds by 49% (OR ϭ 1.49).
For predicting new onsets of illicit drug abuse/dependence, sex was again a highly significant predictor (e.g., in Model 3, p ϭ .001, OR ϭ 2.32; 95% CI ϭ 1.40, 3.84). That is, being male more than doubled the odds of developing a drug disorder between intake and follow-up (see also prevalence rates in Table 1 ). Although both NE and CN significantly predicted new drug disorders when each was evaluated in separate models adjusting only for the effect of sex (Model 1), when the significant effects of intake alcohol diagnosis ( p Ͻ .0001, OR ϭ 3.66, 95% CI ϭ 2.14, 6.26) and intake nicotine diagnosis (significant at p ϭ .04, OR ϭ 1.90, 95% CI ϭ 1.02, 3.53) were added (Model 2), CN remained highly significant, but the effect of NE was weakened, remaining barely significant ( p ϭ .02). Regarding the magnitude of the significant effects in Model 3, among those without a drug diagnosis at intake, having an intake alcohol diagnosis more than tripled the odds of developing a drug diagnosis by follow-up ( p Ͻ .0001, OR ϭ 3.45; 95% CI ϭ 1.97, 6.05), intake nicotine diagnosis was no longer a significant predictor ( p ϭ .28), and whereas a one standard deviation increase in NE increased the odds of developing a drug disorder by just 28% ( p ϭ .03; OR ϭ 1.28), a one standard deviation decrease in CN increased the odds by 76% (OR ϭ 1.76).
Discussion
The present investigation represents a unique attempt to examine simultaneously, using a prospective design, how personality traits predict onsets of nicotine, alcohol, and drug disorders. It represents a significant addition to the literature, which has been focused primarily on the relationship of personality to alcoholism, and attempts to address potential confounding factors identified by other investigators. It is one of the first studies to provide consistent prospective evidence that NE may play a role in the initiation of substance use disorders and to demonstrate relationships between personality and timing of onset during the critical transition to adulthood.
First, we examined how personality factors were associated with onset of each of these three types of substance use disorders by age 17 (early) and between ages 17 and 20 (later). We included associations between underlying primary personality scales and found that both NE and CN (and all of their primary scales) were associated with onsets of all three types of substance use disorders at both time points (PE was not significantly associated with onset of any type of substance disorder, with the exception of lower well-being and higher social potency). Whereas those at greatest risk for developing an early-onset substance use disorder are more likely to be the most impulsive, unconventional risk takers, those low in CN are also at risk for a later onset disorder. But stressed, alienated individuals with aggressive attitudes (i.e., high NE) are at comparable risk for developing a substance disorder in either late adolescence or young adulthood. Thus, though both CN and NE are robustly associated with developing nicotine, alcohol, and drug disorders, CN is associated with the timing of onset, and NE is not (with the exception of aggression, which was associated with earlier onset), at least in this developmental window. There were a few specific associations with onset of some types of substance disorders but not others: For example, the primary factor of absorption (responsive to sights and sounds) showed a strong association with onsets of illicit drug, but not alcohol, disorders.
However, these associations are not purely prospective. That is, if the early group is the most deviant on the personality measures, then that could be partly because of the contemporaneous measurement of personality and substance disorders at age 17. So, we also addressed whether new onsets of substance use disorders between ages 17 and 20 were prospectively predicted by personality factors. We found that for both males and females, high NE (the tendency to experience distress or anger) and low CN (lack of behavioral inhibition and conventionality) were significantly related to the subsequent onsets of all three types of substance disorders-not just alcoholism, suggesting that these personality Note. MPQ ϭ Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire; OR ϭ odds ratio, reflecting the increase in the odds of developing the indicated SUD between intake and follow-up associated with a one standard deviation increase in PE and NE or a one standard deviation decrease in CN. ORs and significance tests were adjusted for other effects included in each model; CI ϭ confidence interval. a Because those who had already developed the specified disorder at intake were excluded (i.e., the early-onset group from Tables 1-3) , n ϭ 865 for analyses predicting new onsets of nicotine dependence, n ϭ 854 for predicting a new alcohol disorder, and n ϭ 936 for predicting a new drug disorder. b Only main effects were included in the models presented above because none of the interactions with sex and the personality superfactors were significant in other models that were tested. Significance of other main effects included in the models (sex and intake diagnoses) are given in the text.
traits represent a generalized risk for substance disorders during the peak ages of onset during late adolescence and early adulthood. Though other factors (e.g., preexisting substance disorders) also strongly predict onsets of new types of substance disorders, we demonstrated that NE and CN each contribute uniquely (i.e., when adjusting for the other's contribution) and prospectively, beyond the contribution provided by history of past substance disorders.
As noted by Chassin et al. (2004) , indicators of NE and CN may be less distinct in studies using the five-factor approach to personality than in three-factor approaches (such as the MPQ), which could partly account for NE's unique contribution here.
Consistency With Previous Research
Our results are consistent with a prospective analysis from the New Zealand sample (Krueger, 1999) , which examined whether MPQ personality traits assessed in late adolescence have predictive validity beyond that provided by adolescent disorders in predicting disorders (including substance dependence) in young adulthood. Krueger (1999) found that substance dependence at age 18, higher NE (especially high Aggression), and lower CN (especially low Traditionalism), also assessed at age 18, prospectively predicted being diagnosed with substance dependence at age 21. However, in contrast to our study, Krueger (1999) did not differentiate between what cases of substance dependence at age 21 were already present at age 18 and what cases reflected new onsets occurring between ages 18 and 21. Furthermore, the Krueger (1999) study examined a variety of psychiatric disorders rather than focused primarily on substance disorders. Thus, it did not include nicotine dependence, nor were distinctions made between types of substance dependence (e.g., alcohol vs. drug) in the analyses.
In some respects, our present prospective findings are inconsistent with some of our earlier, cross-sectional findings (Elkins et al., 2004; McGue et al., 1999) , in which we found that illicit drug disorder (with or without comorbid alcoholism) was associated with low CN, but those with alcoholism alone were distinguished by high NE and not low CN. By contrast, in the present study, even when the significant effect of intake drug diagnosis was taken into account, CN predicted new onsets of alcohol disorders between intake and follow-up. This difference could be because we were studying initiation of these disorders in an adolescent sample, whereas our earlier research focused on already established diagnoses in middle-aged parents and the effect of parental disorders on offspring personality. Though personality measures show considerable stability, the timing of measurement of personality and disorders is important to consider during this developmental transition.
In addition, the etiological relevance of a particular characteristic may vary across developmental stages (see, e.g., Sher, Trull, Bartholow, & Vieth, 1999, regarding alcoholism) . Low CN may be an important contributor to the onset of substance use disorders, but other factors may be more significant to their course following onset. For example, in the Monitoring the Future study (Schulenberg, Wadsworth, O'Malley, Bachman, & Johnston, 1996) , lower social conservatism (similar to some aspects of CN) was associated with increased binge drinking during early adulthood, but once frequent binge drinking was already initiated, social conservatism provided no additional prediction of its course. Normative changes in personality during developmental transitions are also important to consider in evaluating the relationship of personality and substance disorders. CN tends to show a normative increase between ages 20 and 30, whereas NE tends to peak during late adolescence and early adulthood and generally declines thereafter (McGue, Bacon, & Lykken, 1993) . Thus, because we measured CN and NE prior to these normative changes, they may be more predictive of substance disorders at this stage.
Implications of Findings for Nicotine and Illicit Drug Disorders
As noted earlier, the bulk of previous research on personality and substance disorders has focused on alcoholism, and our study is one of very few prospective studies to examine links between personality and nicotine dependence. Of most interest, some of the strongest associations between personality factors (PE, NE, and CN, though only NE and CN had significant unique contributions) and substance use diagnoses were found for nicotine dependence. Thus, other studies may have underestimated the contribution of NE because nicotine dependence was not included among the substance outcomes studied (i.e., the largest effect size for NE, .41, was associated with onsets of nicotine dependence in our study). We found that a one standard deviation increase in NE or a one standard deviation decrease in CN increases the odds of developing a new onset of nicotine dependence between ages 17 and 20 by 50% and 89%, respectively.
Despite the widely recognized negative impact of smoking on health, nearly 25% of the U.S. population smokes (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1997). Though it is often assumed that adolescents consider themselves invulnerable from harm, research comparing adolescent and adult perceptions of invincibility has not always supported this assumption (Quadrel, Fischhoff, & Davis, 1993) . So the common prevention message that smoking is bad for your health may actually reach many adolescents, but our findings suggest that it is the adolescents who are risk takers and less concerned with harm (those low in CN) who are most likely to develop nicotine dependence. In addition, our findings bolster the argument that negative affect should be a primary target of smoking interventions (Piasecki et al., 2003) . For example, if nicotine use is motivated primarily by nicotine's stress-reducing properties (e.g., Piasecki & Baker, 2000) , then the connection between NE and nicotine should be partly because of the underlying primary factors of stress reaction and alienation, as we found (see Table 2 ), rather than limited solely to aggression.
Regarding illicit drug disorders, there was strong support that low CN increases risk for illicit substance involvement. However, although presence of an intake diagnosis did not diminish the effect of NE in predicting nicotine or alcohol disorders, the same was not true when predicting drug disorders. Inclusion of the significant effect of having alcohol abuse or dependence by age 17 reduced the relationship of NE to illicit drug disorders, indicating that at least some of this relationship was because of comorbidity with alcohol disorder. This is partially consistent with our earlier research, which did not find evidence of a relationship between NE and drug disorders, once comorbid alcoholism was taken into account (Elkins et al., 2004; McGue et al., 1999) . Because almost all of our participants with illicit drug disorders had a diagnosis of cannabis abuse and dependence (albeit sometimes with a comorbid amphetamine or hallucinogen diagnosis), we were not able to subdivide illicit drugs by types, limiting our ability to comprehensively assess the relationship of NE to illicit substances other than marijuana. However, studies of adult twins have suggested that the genetic overlap of internalizing disorders with illicit drug abuse may be minimal (Lynskey et al., 2002) , as compared with moderate for alcoholism (Prescott, Aggen, & Kendler, 2000) and strongest for smoking . Thus, negative affect may be more strongly implicated in the abuse of more readily available, licit substances (nicotine and alcohol).
Effect of Gender
The gender differences we found in prevalence of new cases of substance use disorders are consistent with epidemiological studies, which have found higher prevalence of alcohol and drug disorders in men than in women (e.g., Kessler et al., 1994) , and with longitudinal research indicating that men are more likely than women to develop more severe drinking behavior from adolescence to young adulthood (Jackson, Sher, Gotham, & Wood, 2001 ). Gender differences in personality are also similar to those previously observed (e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1992) . However, there was an overall lack of gender differences in the relationship of personality factors to the development of substance use disorders. The one exception was the interaction of sex with achievement, with lower achieving females (but not males) showing greater likelihood of nicotine and alcohol problems. It is interesting to note that a study of the relationship of emotional and behavioral problems experienced in the 7th-10th grades to personality in 12th grade revealed that psychologically distressed female 12th graders were significantly less achievement oriented than their distressed male counterparts (Ge & Conger, 1999) .
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Because a slightly lower proportion of males than females participated initially (i.e., males composed 46.2% of the intake sample), the lesser degree of male participation at the first follow-up resulted in the final sample for the prospective analyses being only 43.2% male. However, males with an intake nicotine, alcohol, or drug diagnosis were not less likely to participate at follow-up, and the lack of gender differences in the relationship of personality factors to substance use disorders suggests the lower number of males had minimal impact on the results. Because a higher percentage of female than male cases at follow-up had alcohol and drug abuse, rather than dependence (see Footnote 1), a lower level of severity among females than males at follow-up may have been present, consistent with previous findings that men progress to more severe levels of drinking than women at this age (Jackson et al., 2001) . But determining whether personality traits precede and predict onset of each disorder would be difficult to ascertain if only severe cases were classified as new onsets. Furthermore, because focusing interventions early in the development of a disorder may prevent progression to a greater level of severity (Eaton, Badawi, & Melton, 1995) , understanding factors that initiate a disorder in both sexes may be quite important.
Finally, even if certain personality traits are genetically influenced risk factors for developing substance disorders, adverse genetic traits are not always fully expressed in the presence of favorable environments (see, e.g., Spotts et al., 2004 , regarding the buffering effect of interpersonal relationships on depressive symptoms in female twins). By contrast, an individual's response to adverse environmental circumstances may be moderated by specific genes (e.g., moderation of life stress-depression relationships by the 5-HTT gene; Caspi et al., 2003) . A better understanding of the interplay of dispositional tendencies, like personality, and environmental factors will require longitudinal observations in genetically informative samples, such as ours (the MTFS): a goal we plan to pursue in future research.
The results of our study suggest that future research would do well to take into account individual risk factors, such as personality, when designing effective environmental interventions. Onesize-fits-all approaches may alienate teens with particular personality and behavioral inclinations (e.g., emphasizing the health risks of smoking to teens with high risk-taking tendencies). The consistent findings regarding NE's relationship to substance disorders may lend support to affect management approaches for those with high NE to minimize their motivation to abuse substances. Furthermore, as McGue and Iacono (2005) have commented elsewhere, given the generality of both adolescent problem behavior and its adult outcomes (or in the present study, the generalized risk for substance disorders conferred by high NE and low CN), prevention strategies targeted at single behaviors (e.g., smoking) may not be the best way to address overall psychopathology risk. A more individualized approach to prevention that increases awareness of how dispositional tendencies may heighten risk in some situations may provoke less defensiveness rather than focus on "problem behaviors."
